Fin n i sh E c o n o mi c A s so c i a t i o n X X X V An n u a l M e e t i ng

XXXV Kansantaloustieteen päivät

Maarianhamina
Mariehamn
14.–15.2.2013

Programme

Thursday 14.2.2013
7:45–8:15
8:45

Registration: Viking Line terminal, Port of Turku
M/S Viking Amorella departs from Turku

8:45–10:45

Parallel Sessions I (Deck 10)
1a Empirical industrial organization
1b Chinese economy
1c Kansantalous ja ympäristö
1d Innovation and productivity
1e Health
1f Organization and information

10:45–11:00

Break (coffee, tea and fruits are available at the conference deck lobby)

11:00–12:30

Parallel Sessions II (Deck 10)
2a Empirical political economy
2b Financial markets
2c Environmental economics I
2d Econometrics
2e Labour I
2f Taxation I

12:30–14:00

Viking Buffet lunch (Deck 8)

14:10–15:00

Arrival to Mariehamn (14:10)
Bus transfer to hotels

15:00–16:30

Opening Words and Special Session:
“Labour Supply: What Can We Learn from Recent Swedish Experience?”
(Alandica, Auditorium)
Juhana Vartiainen, Director General, Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT
Markus Jäntti, Professor, Stockholm University
Chair: Tuomas Pekkarinen, Aalto University

16:30–16:45

Break (coffee and tea)

16:45–18:15

Plenum
Professor Hans-Werner Sinn, President, Ifo Institute:
“The European Balance of Payment Crisis”
(Alandica, Auditorium)

18:15–18:30

Break

18:30–19:30

Reception hosted by the Government of Åland,
Deputy Head of Government Mr. Roger Nordlund
(Alandica, Auditorium)

19:30–20:30

Break

20:30–24:00

Conference dinner, restaurant Arkipelag
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Friday 15.2.2013
9:00–10:30

Parallel Sessions III
3a Macro fnance I (Alandica, “Ryssö”)
3b Regional economics (Alandica, “Hästholm”)
3c Environmental economics II (“Alandica, “Ramsö”)
3d Makroennustaminen (Alandica, “Bockholm”)
3e Banking (Alandica, ”Husö”)
3f Institutions and growth (Alandica, ”Fiskö”)
3g Labour II (Alandica, ”Saggö”)

10:30–10:45

Break (coffee and tea)

10:45–12:15

Parallel Sessions IV
4a Labour III (Alandica, ”Fiskö”)
4b Housing (Alandica, “Ryssö”)
4c Education (“Alandica, “Ramsö”)
4d Financial developments in emerging markets (Alandica, “Hästholm”)
4e Taxation II (Alandica, ”Husö”)
4f Macro fnance II (Alandica, “Bockholm”)
4g Business cycles (Alandica, ”Saggö”)

12:15–12.30

Break

12:30–13:15

Lunch at hotel Arkipelag

13:30

Bus transfer from hotel Arkipelag to Viking Line terminal

14:25

M/S Viking Grace departs from Mariehamn

17:15

Viking Buffet dinner

19:50

Arrival at Turku

Finnish Economic Association thanks Åland University of Applied Sciences and the government of Åland
for hosting the reception, and Bank of Finland, Jenny and Antti Wihuri Foundation, Liikesivistysrahasto,
Nordea Bank Finland, Tieteellisten Seurain Valtuuskunta and Yrjö Jahnsson Foundation for fnancial
support.
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Addresses, transportation, general information
Registration

On Thursday 14.2. from 7:45 to 8:15, Viking Line terminal
(Ensimmäinen Linja, 20100 Turku), Ryhmälähtöselvitys–Group checkin, 2nd foor.
Look for signs for Taloustieteellinen Yhdistys or TTY.

Sessions on M/S Amorella Conference Deck 10.
Conference venue in
Mariehamn

Alandica Kultur & Congress, Strandgatan 33, 22100 Mariehamn

Conference hotels

Hotel Arkipelag, Strandgatan 35, 22100 Mariehamn
Scandic Hotel Savoy Mariehamn, Nygatan 10–12, 22100 Mariehamn
The conference hotels are located within walking distance (less than
300 meters) of the conference venue and each other.

Conference dinner

Restaurant Arkipelag at hotel Arkipelag, Strandgatan 35

Viking Buffet lunch and
Viking Buffet dinner

Restaurant Deck 8 (Amorella), Deck 10 (Viking Grace).
A number of tables are reserved for the conference participants. The
participants will be informed about the details during the conference.

Bus transportation

Thursday 14.2.2013
From Viking Line terminal to conference hotels right after M/S
Amorella has arrived to Mariehamn (14:10). There will be one bus to
hotel Savoy and two buses to hotel Arkipelag.
Friday 15.2.2013
From hotel Arkipelag to Viking Line terminal at 13:30.

Other

On M/S Amorella (from Turku to Mariehamn) one of the conference
rooms will be reserved for conference participants until 14:00 in case
you want to leave your luggage, jackets etc. there during buffet lunch,
for example. Plese pick up your belongings at 14:00.
On M/S Viking Grace (from Mariehamn to Turku), there are two
conference rooms reserved for your luggage, jackets etc. The rooms
will be locked from 14:30 to 19:30, if you wish to leave your belongings
there, please drop them off at 14:30 and pick them up at 19:30.
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Conference venue and conference hotels in Mariehamn
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PARALLEL SESSIONS I: Thursday 14.2.2013 08:45–10:45 (2h)
Session 1a: Empirical industrial organization
Chair: Janne Tukiainen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT and HECER)
Scoring and litigation in public procurement
Janne Tukiainen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT and HECER), Ari Hyytinen,
Otto Toivanen
Discussant: Nelli Valmari (Aalto University)
Estimating household demand for energy-using durable goods
Anna Sahari (Aalto University)
Discussant: Tanja Saxell (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
The value of physician’s tacit knowledge and social learning in medical treatment
Tanja Saxell (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
Discussant: Janne Tukiainen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT and HECER)
Estimating production functions of multiproduct frms
Nelli Valmari (Aalto University)
Discussant: Anna Sahari (Aalto University)

Session 1b: Chinese economy
Chair: Iikka Korhonen (Bank of Finland)
An empirical assessment of contemporary Chinese monetary policy
Riikka Nuutilainen (University of Oulu)
Discussant: Iikka Korhonen (Bank of Finland)
Is bank competition detrimental to effciency? Evidence from China
Zuzana Fungáčová (Bank of Finland), Pierre Pessarossi, Laurent Weill
Discussant: Risto Herrala (Bank of Finland)
The rise of China and its implications for emerging markets – Evidence from a GVAR model
Iikka Korhonen (Bank of Finland), Martin Feldkircher
Discussant: Jukka Railavo (Bank of Finland)

Session 1c: Kansantalous ja ympäristö
Chair: Simo Vahvelainen (Statistics Finland)
Kansantalouden materiaalivirrat ympäristötilinpidossa
Simo Vahvelainen (Statistics Finland), Jukka Muukkonen, Leo Kolttola
Discussant: Anna Piirainen (Statistics Finland)
Ympäristöliiketoiminnan tilastointi
Anna Piirainen (Statistics Finland)
Discussant: Eila Salomaa (Statistics Finland)
Ympäristönsuojelumenot osana ympäristötilinpitoa
Eila Salomaa (Statistics Finland)
Discussant: Niina Autio (Statistics Finland)
Ympäristöverot toimialoittain
Niina Autio (Statistics Finland)
Discussant: Simo Vahvelainen (Statistics Finland)
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PARALLEL SESSIONS I: Thursday 14.2.2013 08:45–10:45 (2h), continued
Session 1d: Innovation and productivity
Chair: Hannu Piekkola (University of Vaasa)
Does public R&D subsidy affect frm productivity? Conficting evidence from Finnish regions
Hannu Karhunen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE), Janne Huovari
Discussant: Hannu Piekkola (University of Vaasa)
Intangible investment and market valuation
Hannu Piekkola (University of Vaasa)
Discussant: Kari Heimonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
Market value of knowledge and organizational capital: Finnish evidence
Jaana Rahko (University of Vaasa)
Discussant: Hannu Karhunen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)

Session 1e: Health
Chair: Vesa Kanniainen (University of Helsinki)
Second-best effcient pricing and insurance coverage in pharmaceutical industry
Vesa Kanniainen (University of Helsinki), Juha Laine, Ismo Linnosmaa
Discussant: Mika Kortelainen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
Break-ups of municipal health centre federations: Expenditure and effciency effects
Mika Kortelainen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Kalevi Luoma, Antti
Moisio
Discussant: Robin Stitzing (Aalto University)
Lethal layoffs: New evidence on the effect of job displacement on mortality
Robin Stitzing (Aalto University), Christina Gathmann, Kristiina Huttunen
Discussant: Jouko Verho (The Social Insurance Institution of Finland )
Effect of co-payment ceiling on prescription drug consumption
Jouko Verho (The Social Insurance Institution of Finland)
Discussant: Mari Kangasniemi (Labour Institute for Economic Research)

Session 1f: Organization and information
Chair: Hannu Salonen (University of Turku)
Axioms for centrality scoring with principal eigenvectors
Mitri Kitti (University of Turku)
Discussant: Hannu Salonen (University of Turku)
Aggregating and updating information
Hannu Salonen (University of Turku)
Discussant: Mitri Kitti (University of Turku)
Market share requirements and buyer groups
Frans Saxén (Hanken School of Economics)
Discussant: Mikko Leppämäki (Aalto University)
Technological progress and organizational change: Appearance and disappearance of the
hierarchy
Mikko Leppämäki (Aalto University), Micael Castanheira
Discussant: Frans Saxén (Hanken School of Economics)
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PARALLEL SESSIONS II: Thursday 14.2.2013 11:00–12:30 (1.5h)
Session 2a: Empirical political economy
Chair: Janne Tukiainen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT and HECER)
Returns to offce in a proportional system
Kaisa Kotakorpi (University of Turku), Panu Poutvaara, Marko Terviö
Discussant: Janne Tukiainen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT and HECER)
Common pool problems among merging municipalities
Tuukka Saarimaa (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Jenni Pääkkönen, Janne
Tukiainen
Discussant: Riikka Savolainen (Aalto University)
Do voters value local representation and why? Evidence from electoral boundary reforms
Janne Tukiainen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT and HECER), Tuukka
Saarimaa
Discussant: Kaisa Kotakorpi (University of Turku)
How policies infuence voter sentiments: Evidence from asulym center placements
Riikka Savolainen (Aalto University)
Discussant: Tuukka Saarimaa (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)

Session 2b: Financial Markets
Chair: Ari Hyytinen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE and Yrjö Jahnsson Foundation)
99.9% – Really?
Ilkka Kiema (University of Helsinki), Esa Jokivuolle
Discussant: Tuomas Takalo (Bank of Finland)
Integration and convergence of European retail payments
Tuomas Takalo (Bank of Finland), Timo Korkeamäki, Emmi Martikainen, Heiko Schmiedel
Discussant: Ari Hyytinen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE and Yrjö Jahnsson Foundation)
Regulation induced investments in payment infrastructure and the Single Euro Payments Area
Kari Kemppainen (Bank of Finland)
Discussant: Ilkka Kiema (University of Helsinki)
Household optimism and borrowing
Ari Hyytinen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE and Yrjö Jahnsson Foundation), Hanna Putkuri
Discussant: Panu Kalmi (University of Vaasa)

Session 2c: Environmental economics I
Chair: Rauli Svento (University of Oulu)
Economic value of intermittent power generation in the Nordic power markets
Maria Kopsakangas-Savolainen (Finnish Environment Institute), Rauli Svento
Discussant: Marita Laukkanen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
A strategic analysis of eutrophication in the Baltic Sea
Lassi Ahlvik (MTT Economic Research), Yulia Pavlova
Discussant: Maria Kopsakangas-Savolainen (Finnish Environment Institute)
International environmental cooperation with imperfect monitoring
Marita Laukkanen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
Discussant: Lassi Ahlvik (MTT Economic Research)
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PARALLEL SESSIONS II: Thursday 14.2.2013 11:00–12:30 (1.5h), continued
Session 2d: Econometrics
Chair: Helinä Laakkonen (Bank of Finland)
Modelling time-varying volatility in fnancial returns: evidence from the bond markets
Helinä Laakkonen (Bank of Finland), Cristina Amado
Discussant: Tuomas Malinen (University of Helsinki)
Selection of estimation window in the presence of data revisions and recent structural break
Jari Hännikäinen (University of Tampere)
Discussant: Helinä Laakkonen (Bank of Finland)
Trends vs. changes in the relation between income inequality and fnancial stability
Tuomas Malinen (University of Helsinki)
Discussant: Jari Hännikäinen (University of Tampere)

Session 2e: Labour I
Chair: Jari Vainiomäki (University of Tampere)
On the evolution of the allocation of talent
Marko Terviö (Aalto University), Matti Sarvimäki
Discussant: Terhi Maczulskij (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
Is there job polarization at the frm level?
Jari Vainiomäki (University of Tampere), Petri Böckerman, Seppo Laaksonen
Discussant: Marko Terviö (Aalto University)
Public-private sector wage differentials and the business cycle
Terhi Maczulskij (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
Discussant: Jari Vainiomäki (University of Tampere)

Session 2f: Taxation I
Chair: Seppo Kari (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
Miksi yritykset eivät reagoi korotettuihin poistoihin?
Seppo Kari (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
Discussant: Jani-Petri Laamanen (University of Tampere)
Complexity, salience and income tax flling behaviour: Evidence from a natural experiment
Jani-Petri Laamanen (University of Tampere), Kaisa Kotakorpi
Discussant: Tuomas Matikka (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
To bunch or not to bunch? How tax payers react to different income tax incentives
Tuomas Matikka (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Tuomas Kosonen
Discussant: Seppo Kari (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
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Alandica,
Ryssö

PARALLEL SESSIONS III: Friday 15.2.2013 9:00–10:30 (1.5h)
Session 3a: Macro fnance I
Chair: Juha Kilponen (Bank of Finland)
Explaining the severity of the fnancial crisis with macrofnancial factors
Karlo Kauko (Bank of Finland)
Discussant: Pasi Ikonen (Bank of Finland)
Kiss me deadly: From Finnish Great Depression to Great Recession
Juha Kilponen (Bank of Finland), Markus Haavio, Adam Gulan
Discussant: Juho Kostiainen (Ministry of Finance)
Effect of government debt on economic growth – a cross-country study
Pasi Ikonen (Bank of Finland)
Discussant: Adam Gulan (Bank of Finland)
Kokonaistuotannon lyhyen aikavälin ennustemalli
Juho Kostiainen (Ministry of Finance), Jukka Railavo
Discussant: Karlo Kauko (Bank of Finland)

Alandica,
Hästholm

Session 3b: Regional economics
Chair: Leena Kerkelä (Pellervo Economic Research–PTT)
Suhdanteiden ja rakennemuutosten aluetaloudelliset vaikutukset
Leena Kerkelä (Pellervo Economic Research–PTT)
Discussant: Tuomo Suhonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
Regional subsidies for R&D collaboration and expected innovations
Mika Haapanen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE), Helena Lenihan, Anu Tokila
Discussant: Leena Kerkelä (Pellervo Economic Research–VATT)
Distant disciplines: Evidence of the impact of geographical distance on the feld-of-study choice
of Finnish university students
Tuomo Suhonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
Discussant: Mika Haapanen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)

Alandica,
Ramsö

Session 3c: Environmental economics II
Chair: Vesa Kanniainen (University of Helsinki)
Honeybee economics – Implications for ecology policy
Vesa Kanniainen (University of Helsinki), Tuula Lehtonen, Ilkka Mellin
Discussant: Roland Magnusson (University of Helsinki)
How to estimate the social costs of nuclear power? Pricing risk perceptions revealed on vote on
new nuclear power plants in Finland
Anni Huhtala (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Piia Aatola
Discussant: Lauri Vilmi (Bank of Finland)
On the cyclicality of optimal emission taxes
Lauri Vilmi (Bank of Finland), Jussi Lintunen
Discussant: Vesa Kanniainen (University of Helsinki)
Effect of streamlined procedures on the duration of the CDM project cycle
Roland Magnusson (University of Helsinki)
Anni Huhtala (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
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Alandica,
Bockholm

PARALLEL SESSIONS III: Friday 15.2.2013 9:00–10:30 (1.5h), continued
Session 3d: Makroennustaminen
Chair: Pekka Tiainen (Ministry of Employment and the Economy)
Teaching quantitative economic macro models and global/European economic developments
Seppo Ruoho
Discussant: Pekka Tiainen (Ministry of Employment and the Economy)
Elintarvikekaupan kansantaloudellisten tunnuslukujen johtaminen Tilastokeskuksen tilastoista
palvelutuotannon osuuden arvioimiseksi elintarvikeketjussa
Marja Knuuttila (MTT Economic Research)
Discussant: Seppo Ruoho
Miten huoltosuhde ja ei-työllisten suhde työllisiin muuttuu suurten ikäluokkien ollessa
eläkkeellä koko maan tasolla ja kunnittain?
Pekka Tiainen (Ministry of Employment and the Economy)
Discussant: Marja Knuuttila (MTT Economic Research)

Alandica,
Husö

Session 3e: Banking
Chair: Mervi Toivanen (University of Vaasa)
Does bank competition infuence the lending channel in the Eurozone?
Laura Solanko (Bank of Finland), Zuzana Fungáčová, Laurent Weill
Discussant: Mervi Toivanen (University of Vaasa)
Spreading of the crisis in interbank network
Mervi Toivanen (University of Vaasa)
Discussant: Koen Schoors (University of Ghent)
Credit ratings and information asymmetry on the Chinese syndicated loan market
Salla Pöyry (Hanken School of Economics), Timo Korkeamäki, Maiju Suo
Discussant: Zuzana Fungáčová (Bank of Finland)

Alandica,
Fiskö

Session 3f: Institutions and growth
Chair: Heikki Lehkonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
Political like-mindedness in social networks
Juha Itkonen (University of Helsinki), Panu Poutvaara
Discussant: Jukka Lahtonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
Democracy, political risk and stock market performance
Heikki Lehkonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE), Kari Heimonen
Discussant: Juha Itkonen (University of Helsinki)
Entrepreneurial forecast errors
Jukka Lahtonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE), Ari Hyytinen, Mika Pajarinen
Discussant: Heikki Lehkonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)

Alandica,
Saggö

Session 3g: Labour II
Chair: Petri Böckerman (Labour Institute for Economic Research)
Stature and life-time labor market outcomes: Accounting for unobserved differences
Petri Böckerman (Labour Institute for Economic Research), Jari Vainiomäki
Discussant: Juho Jokinen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
Gender earnings gap in the academic labour market: Evidence from productivity and supervisory
effects
Juho Jokinen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE), Jaakko Pehkonen
Discussant: Petri Böckerman (Labour Institute for Economic Research)
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Alandica,
Fiskö

PARALLEL SESSIONS IV: Friday 15.2.2013 10:45–12:15 (1.5 h)
Session 4a: Labour III
Chair: Jukka Pirttilä (University of Tampere)
Inequality and sustainability of growth: Evidence using top income shares data
Elina Tuominen (University of Tampere)
Discussant: Jukka Pirttilä (University of Tampere)
Internal wage references and the shape of the wage curve, the level of pay and wage rigidity
Matthias Strifer (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
Discussant: Elina Tuominen (University of Tampere)
Estimating earnings elasticities based on cross-country micro data: A bridge between micro and
macro estimates?
Jukka Pirttilä (University of Tampere), Markus Jäntti, Håkan Selin
Discussant: Matthias Strifer (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)

Alandica,
Ryssö

Session 4b: Housing
Chair: Elias Oikarinen (University of Turku)
Distributional effects of VAT with housing
Niku Määttänen (The Research Insitute of the Finnish Economy–ETLA), Essi Eerola
Discussant: Elias Einiö (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
Non-neutral housing taxation, tax rate alterations, and the housing market
Elias Oikarinen (University of Turku)
Discussant: Niku Määttänen (The Research Insitute of the Finnish Economy–ETLA)
Workplace networks and residential neighbourhood choice: An assessment with job and home
location histories
Elias Einiö (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Teemu Lyytikäinen, Rosa SanchisGuarner
Discussant: Janne Pihlajaniemi (University of Oulu)
Architectonic View as an example of an externality
Janne Pihlajaniemi (University of Oulu), Henrik Lönnqvist
Discussant: Elias Oikarinen (University of Turku)

Alandica,
Ramsö

Session 4c: Education
Chair: Tuomas Pekkarinen
The Gender Gap Dynamics in Education: A Theory Based on Gender Diﬀerences in Test Score
Variability
Ohto Kanninen (Labour Institute for Economic Research), Laurent Bossavie
Discussant: Tuomas Pekkarinen (Aalto University)
School tracking and gender: Evidence on the interaction of pubertal development and school
system
Tuomas Pekkarinen (Aalto University), Kristian Koerselman
Discussant: Matti Sarvimäki (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT and Aalto University)
Equality of Opportunity and Cognitive Ability: Norway over the 20th Century
Matti Sarvimäki (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT and Aalto University), Tuomas
Pekkarinen, Kjell Salvanes
Discussant: Ohto Kanninen (Labour Institute for Economic Research)
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Alandica,
Hästholm

PARALLEL SESSIONS IV: Friday 15.2.2013 10:45–12:15 (1.5 h), continued
Session 4d: Financial developments in emerging markets
Chair: Laura Solanko (Bank of Finland)
Credit conditions and frm investment: Evidence from the MENA region
Risto Herrala (Bank of Finland), Rima Turk Ariss
Discussant: Koen Schoors (University of Ghent)
Political connections and depositor discipline
Koen Schoors (University of Ghent), Mustafa Disli, Jos Meir
Discussant: Karolin Kirschenmann (Aalto University)
Microfnance banks and household access to fnance
Karolin Kirschenmann (Aalto University), Martin Brown, Benjamin Guin
Discussant: Laura Solanko (Bank of Finland)

Alandica,
Husö

Session 4e: Taxation II
Chair: Jouko Kinnunen (Statistics and Research Åland)
Measuring the importance of voluntary work in the Åland Islands
Jouko Kinnunen (Statistics and Research Åland), Maria Rundberg
Discussant: Tuomas Kosonen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
The role of information in tax compliance: Evidence from a natural feld experiment
Olli Ropponen (Government Institute for Economic Research), Tuomas Kosonen
Discussant: Jouko Kinnunen (Statistics and Research Åland)
Tax compliance: cost and confdence
Tuomas Kosonen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Jarkko Harju, Olli Ropponen
Discussant: Vesa Kanniainen (University of Helsinki)

Alandica,
Bockholm

Session 4f: Macro fnance II
Chair: Elisa Newby (Bank of Finland)
Current Accounts, Interest Rates, and Revealed Preferences
Adam Gulan (Bank of Finland)
Discussant: Riikka Nuutilainen (University of Oulu)
Investment dynamics with information costs
Fabio Verona (Bank of Finland)
Discussant: Marianne Palmu (University of Turku)

Alandica,
Saggö

Session 4g: Business cycles
Chair: Juuso Vanhala (Bank of Finland)
Labor market and macro dynamics after persistent recessions
Juuso Vanhala (Bank of Finland)
Discussant: Sami Oinonen (Bank of Finland)
How has infation dynamics changed over time? Evidence from the euro area and the U.S.
Sami Oinonen (Bank of Finland), Maritta Paloviita, Lauri Vilmi
Discussant: Juuso Vanhala (Bank of Finland)
Determinants of global market integration and Global crisis
Heikki Lehkonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
Discussant: Heidi Schauman (Bank of Finland)
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Abstracts
Session 1a: Empirical industrial organization
Scoring and litigation in public procurement
Janne Tukiainen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT and HECER), Ari Hyytinen, Otto
Toivanen
Use of scoring rules in public procurement auctions has been shown to have desirable properties both in
theory and in practice. However, the possibility that scoring may also lead to a greater likelihood of postprocurement litigation has been overlooked so far. We construct a novel data set including all potential
disputes, and litigation and court decisions concerning public procurement in Finland. We show that scoring
is positively associated both with ending up in a court and with procurer losing in the court. To understand
the mechanisms behind these observations, we build and estimate a structural model of scoring and litigation
in public procurement. Our counterfactual analysis shows that lowering the probability of plaintiff victory
with scoring to the level without would reduce the probability of litigation but not to the level observed in
the procurements that do not use scoring.
Estimating household demand for energy-using durable goods
Anna Sahari (Aalto University)
This paper examines households’ choice of an energy-using durable good. The households face a tradeoff
between investment cost and use cost of the good and the choice depends on how households value future
benefts from less energy-using alternatives and on the credit constraints faced by the household. The
demand is estimated from data on Finnish home builders’ choice of heating system. This dataset comes from
registry data and is exceptionally large and precise. The results concentrate on defning the discount rate
households use for this type of long-term decision making. (Research is still work in progress, no results
available at point
of submission).
The value of physician’s tacit knowledge and social learning in medical treatment
Tanja Saxell (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
The theoretical literature has long been concerned with the consequences of learning from the own
experience of an agent and the previous actions of others. However, the empirical relevance of these issues is
yet unresolved. In this paper, I develop a new econometric model to investigate the roles of physician’s
private and social learning in the demand for pharmaceuticals under uncertainty concerning the health
effects of medical treatment for a particular patient. I fnd that the estimated health benefts of cholesterol
drug treatment are heterogeneous among patients and ex-ante uncertain to their physicians. Results from the
counterfactual experiments suggest that the continuity of the physician-patient relationship promotes
knowledge diffusion between physicians and improves their medical decision-making. When treatment
relationships are short-lived and physicians are inexperienced, treatment protocols based on the observed
medication history of a patient may sometimes even dilute the quality of health care.
Estimating production functions of multiproduct frms
Nelli Valmari (Aalto University)
This paper estimates production functions of multiproduct frms when technology is product-specifc but
inputs are observable only at the frm-level. I frst show analytically that if frm-level production functions are
estimated when technology is in fact product-specifc, the standard deviation of the industry's productivity
distribution is overestimated. I also provide an estimation strategy that solves for the unobservable inputs
while correcting for the simultaneity, collinearity and omitted price biases that typically hinder the
identifcation of production functions. Multiproduct frms constitute a considerable share of frms, and even a
greater share of production. Estimates of production functions and the implied productivity distributions
serve as input for numerous economic studies.

Session 1b: Chinese economy
An empirical assessment of contemporary Chinese monetary policy
Riikka Nuutilainen (University of Oulu)
This paper focuses on examining monetary policy behavior in China. This is done by empirically evaluating a
set of alternative monetary policy reaction functions. Four different types of policy functions are estimated:
the more traditional Taylor-type interest rate - and McCallum-type money based policy rules, as well as two
hybrid policy rules combining features of both the Taylor-type and McCallum-type rules. In all modifcations,
open economy monetary policy is assessed by introducing an exchange rate term in the policy feedback
functions. In addition to different policy instruments (interest rate versus different money supply measures),
the estimated functions also test the feedback from different measures of the right-hand-side variables.
Monthly data is used to obtain a suffcient number of observations to study the recent, post-Asian-fnancialcrisis, period. Later on, also forward-looking modifcations of the different feedback functions are estimated.
The fndings of this study are hopefully able to shed some light, not only on the most likely formulation for
the central bank reaction function as well as on the level of commitment to policy rules in general, but
contribute also to the ongoing discussion about the comparison between the price-based and quantity-based
monetary policy instruments in China.
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Is bank competition detrimental to effciency? Evidence from China
Zuzana Fungáčová (Bank of Finland), Pierre Pessarossi, Laurent Weill
This paper addresses the relationship between bank competition and effciency by computing Lerner indices
and cost effciency scores for a sample of Chinese banks over the period 2002-2011. Granger-causality tests are
performed in a dynamic GMM panel estimator framework to evaluate the sign and direction of causality
between them. We observe no increase in bank competition over the period, even as cost effciency improves.
In a departure from the empirical literature showing that competition negatively granger-causes cost
effciency for Western banks, we fnd no signifcant relation between competition and effciency. This suggests
that measures to increase bank competition in the Chinese context are not detrimental to effciency.
The rise of China and its implications for emerging markets – Evidence from a GVAR model
Iikka Korhonen (Bank of Finland), Martin Feldkircher
This paper studies empirically the role of China in the world economy. We examine both the way the Chinese
economy reacts to selected exogenous macroeconomic shocks and the repercussions for the world economy
of a shock emanating from China. With regard to the latter, we focus on the responses of emerging markets,
in particular those in Europe. Based on a global VAR (GVAR) model and a new data set that excels in country
coverage and covers the most recent time period including the global fnancial crisis, our results are threefold:
First, we show that a +1% shock to Chinese output translates to a permanent increase of 1.2% in Chinese real
GDP and a 0.1% to 0.5% rise in output for most large economies. The countries of Central Eastern Europe
(CEE) and the former Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) also experience an output rise of 0.2%,
while countries in South-Eastern Europe see a permanent 0.1% reduction in output. Secondly, to benchmark
the shock to Chinese output, we examine the response to a +1% shock to US GDP. The results show that the
US economy remains dominant in the world economy despite the rapid rise of China in recent years. In this
vein, output rises in advanced economies by 1% to 1.4% and in the CIS and CEE regions by 1.5% and 0.7%
respectively. By contrast China seems to be little affected by the US shock. Finally, we examine the effect of a
+50% hike in oil prices on China and emerging economies. As one of the largest oil exporters, Russia’s real
output increases by about 6%. In contrast, the surge in oil prices puts a drag on Chinese output, amounting to
4.5% in the long-run.

Session 1c: Kansantalous ja ympäristö
Kansantalouden materiaalivirrat ympäristötilinpidossa
Simo Vahvelainen (Statistics Finland), Jukka Muukkonen, Leo Kolttola
Ympäristötilinpidon kansainvälinen standardi hyväksyttiin YK:ssa vuona 2012. Ympäristön ja talouden
välisiä vuorovaikutuksia kuvaavalla ympäristötilinpidolla on nyt samantasoinen asema kuin kansantalouden
tilinpitojärjestelmällä, josta johdetaan bruttokansantuote ja muut kansantalouden avainindikaattorit.
Ympäristötilinpidosta kehitetään edelleen ekosysteemitilinpitoa, jossa mitataan ekosysteemituotteiden ja
-palvelujen tuotantoa sekä ekosysteemipääomaa. Kansantalouden materiaalivirtojen tilinpitokehikko on
keskeinen osa ympäristötilinpitoon kuuluvaa talouden fyysisten virtojen kuvausta. Suomessa
kansantalouden materiaalivirroista on jo vuodesta 1970 lähtien tilastot suorista panoksista, tuonnista ja
viennistä sekä luonnonvarojen ottoon ja tuontiin liittyvistä piilovirroista. Tietoja jätteistä ja päästöistä ilmaan
on 1990 -luvulta alkaen. Materiaalivirtatilinpito antaa kattavan kuvan Suomen talouden fyysisestä perustasta
ja merkittävimmistä virroista ympäristöstä talouteen ja taloudesta ympäristöön. Näitä fyysisiä virtoja
voidaan tarkastella ja analysoida suhteessa
taloudelliseen kehitykseen sekä rahamääräiseen
ympäristötilinpitoon, joka sisältää ympäristönsuojelumenot, ympäristöliiketoiminnan ja ympäristöverot
Suomen taloudessa. Esitelmä sisältää lyhyen yleiskuvauksen ympäristötilinpidosta sekä sen kehitysvaiheista
ja tulevaisuudennäkymistä. Kansantalouden materiaalivirroista esitellään tilastointimenetelmän pääpiirteet
sekä tuloksia vuosilta 1970 – 2011. Tuloksia peilataan materiaalivirtojen ja talouden kehitykseen Suomessa ja
muissa EU-maissa.
Ympäristöliiketoiminnan tilastointi
Anna Piirainen (Statistics Finland)
Osana ympäristötilinpidon kehikkoa ympäristöliiketoiminta kuvaa ympäristönsuojeluun tai luonnonvarojen
säästämiseen liittyvää liiketoimintaa. Jos ympäristönsuojelumenot nähdään kysyntää kuvaavana elementtinä,
kuvaa ympäristöliiketoiminta puolestaan tarjontaa. Kiinnostus vihreää taloutta kohtaan on kasvanut viime
aikoina, ja ympäristöliiketoiminta voidaankin nähdä yhtenä indikaattorina sen mittaamisessa.
Ympäristöliiketoimintaa
on
niin
alkutuotannossa,
teollisuudessa
kuin
palveluissakin.
Ympäristöliiketoimintatilaston avulla voidaankin saada esille sellaista talouden rakenteita koskevaa tietoa,
jota ei muualta saa. Esitelmään sisältyy kuvaus ympäristöliiketoiminnasta ja sen yhtymäkohdista
viimeaikaiseen keskusteluun vihreästä taloudesta. Lisäksi esitellään viimeisimmät, vuoden 2011, tulokset.
Tilastointimenetelmät, aineisto ja tilastoon liittyvät kehitysnäkymät esitellään myös.
Ympäristönsuojelumenot osana ympäristötilinpitoa
Eila Salomaa (Statistics Finland)
Ympäristötilinpito yhdistää taloutta ja ympäristöä koskevia tietoja, mikä mahdollistaa niiden
vuorovaikutussuhteiden tarkastelun. Ympäristömenotilinpito on yksi tähän kokonaisuuteen kuuluva
rahamääräisiä tietoja sisältävä osa. Ympäristönsuojelumenoilla kuvataan ympäristönsuojelun kysyntää
talouden eri aloilla. Suomessa tuotetaan tältä alueelta kahta erillistä tilastoa, jotka pohjautuvat YK:n,
OECD:n ja EU:n kehittämiin periaatteisiin: Teollisuuden ympäristönsuojelumenot ja Julkisen sektorin
ympäristönsuojelumenot. Ne käsittävät yhteensä pääosan niistä rahamääräisistä panostuksista, jotka
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Suomessa käytetään talouden toiminnasta johtuvien haitallisten ympäristövaikutusten pienentämiseksi.
Tietoja on 1990-luvun alkupuolelta lähtien sekä investoinneista että toimintamenoista kohdennettuina
ympäristönsuojelun eri osa-alueille, kuten vesien- ja ilmansuojeluun sekä jätehuoltoon. Esitelmässä
käsitellään yleisesti ympäristönsuojelumenojen tilastoinnin periaatteet, menetelmät ja sisältöä. Tuloksia
esitetään vuosilta 1992–2010. Lisäksi verrataan ympäristömenotietoja kansantalouden ja teollisuuden
taloudelliseen kehitykseen sekä muiden EU-maiden ympäristömenoihin.
Ympäristöverot toimialoittain
Niina Autio (Statistics Finland)
Suomessa ympäristöperusteisia veroja eli ympäristöveroja on tilastoitu vuodesta 1980 asti. Toimialoittainen
näkökulma ympäristöveroihin tuo uusia työkaluja julkiseen päätöksentekoon. Ympäristöverot esitetään
toimialoittain kansantalouden tilinpidossa käytettävän toimialajaon mukaisesti. Näin tiedot
ympäristöveroista voidaan yhdistää suoraan erilaisiin kansantalouden tilinpidon rahamääräisiin muuttujiin.
Toimialoittaiset ympäristöverot ovat osa YK:n Ympäristötilinpitojärjestelmää (SEEA). Esitelmässä käsittelen
aluksi ympäristöverojen tilastointiin liittyvät peruskäsitteet. Esitelmä sisältää kuvauksen ympäristöverojen
tilastoinnin historiasta ja kehittämisestä kansainvälisesti ja Suomessa. Lisäksi esittelen toimialoittaisten
ympäristöverojen tilastointimenetelmän ja aikasarjan vuosilta 1995-2008, sekä tarkastelen ympäristöverojen
suhdetta kansantalouteen ja sen toimialojen taloudelliseen kehitykseen.

Session 1d: Innovation and productivity
Does public R&D subsidy affect frm productivity? Conficting evidence from Finnish regions
Hannu Karhunen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE), Janne Huovari
This paper examines if public R&D subsidy has a causal effect on frm productivity. The analysis focuses on
SMEs which received a R&D subsidy from Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation in 2000–
2010. We combine frm level data from multiple different sources and utilise a combined matching and
difference-in-differences method to control selection to the subsidy program. Results show that there is a
signifcant negative effect on productivity growth year after the subsidy, but no effect is found over two to
fve years after the subsidy. Estimations were also repeated for smaller frm groups. There was no effect found
on frms with 10-49 employees while signifcant and negative effect was found for frms with 20-249
employees. Results differed also depending on frm location. The productivity growth of the frms which are
located in the regional centres is affected positively by the R&D subsidy fve years after the subsidy year. On
a contrary, empirical results indicate that R&D subsidies have a large and long lasting negative effect on frm
productivity growth if the frm is located outside the regional centre.
Intangible investment and market valuation
Hannu Piekkola (University of Vaasa)
This study derives performance-based estimates of intangible capital at the frm level using experience-based
values as a starting point and measures the extent to which intangible capital is captured by equity market
measures of frm value. Intangible capital is evaluated using occupational information available in Finnish
linked-employer-employee data for the period of 1996-2008. The performance-based approach yields
estimates of a high value added share for organizational investments of 10% (12.5% in services), while the
R&D&I investment share is lower at 5.3% (9.5% in manufacturing). Labor productivity is 20%-point higher
but labor productivity growth is close the same as when not accounting for intangible capital. Intangible
capital is shown to increase the market value of frms beyond the level that can be explained by standard
economic analysis.
Market value of knowledge and organizational capital: Finnish evidence
Jaana Rahko (University of Vaasa)
This paper studies how organizational assets, R&D, and patents affect the market valuation of Finnish frms.
The Finnish linked employer-employee data is used in a novel way to form estimates of frms’ organizational
investments. These estimates are accompanied by data on frms’ R&D investments, patent applications and
patent citations. A non-linear least squares regression is run to investigate their contribution to the market
valuation of Finnish frms during the period 1995-2008. The results indicate that organizational assets, R&D,
and patent citations have positive and signifcant effect on the market value.

Session 1e: Health
Second-best effcient pricing and insurance coverage in pharmaceutical industry
Vesa Kanniainen (University of Helsinki), Juha Laine, Ismo Linnosmaa
We derive the socially optimal pricing and coverage of pharmaseutical products when the regulator
acknowledges the different abilities to pay in population, allows the producer price to cover the R&D sunk
cost of the frm and allows for the tax-fnanced coverage. There is one producer having market power in
pricing. We frst characterize the Ransey price rule in the absence of coverage. Subsequently, conditions for
wellfare increasing departure from Ramsey pricing in terms of price regulation and coverage are stated both
in the case where the regulator has access to lump sum taxes and where the social cost of public funds is
positive. The resulting outocome is second best. While most previous papers have abstracted from diffferent
abilities of patients to pay for the pharmaseutical products, we extend our analysis to the case of socially
optimal third-degree price discrimination. We consider an equilibrium where people with low ability have
access to the full coverage while the those with high abilty to pay have a partial coverage which depends on
the quality of the drug.
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Break-ups of municipal health centre federations: Expenditure and effciency effects
Mika Kortelainen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Kalevi Luoma, Antti Moisio
Empirical evidence on economies of scale in healthcare is mostly based on the cost effects of hospital mergers.
In contrast to earlier studies, this paper approaches the economies of scale issue by analysing the break-ups of
health centre federations. We use the difference-in-difference approach to evaluate the break-up impacts on
output, costs and effciency of health centres in Finland between 1990 and 2003. To address the issue of nonrandom or endogenous treatment assignment we utilize matching methods. For cost effciency estimation we
use the non-parametric order-m method that is more suitable for small samples than the traditional effciency
estimators. Our preliminary results show that healthcare costs have grown considerably faster for the seceded
health centres than for the similar non-seceded ones, while we do not fnd any effects on specialized health
care expenditures. We fnd the break-up impacts to be less clear on outputs and effciency of health centres.
Lethal layoffs: New evidence on the effect of job displacement on mortality
Robin Stitzing (Aalto University), Christina Gathmann, Kristiina Huttunen
We analyze the effects of job displacement on mortality using Finnish longitudinal employer-employee data
(FLEED) matched to cause-of-death records from 1988 to 2009. We will also investigate how spousal job loss
affects mortality in order to distinguish between pure income and employment shocks. Since the long data
period covers unusually deep economic fuctuations we can investigate how the effect of job displacement on
cause-specifc mortality varies with business cycle conditions. Finally, in order to examine the possible
channels through which job loss affects mortality we will further examine the effect on earnings, family
income and employment. The preliminary descriptive evidence shows that displaced workers are more likely
to die than non-displaced workers. We also show that compared to non-displaced workers, workers
displaced during a recession had very similar characteristics and earnings patters before the job loss,
supporting our identifcation strategy.
Effect of co-payment ceiling on prescription drug consumption
Jouko Verho (The Social Insurance Institution of Finland)
This study estimates the impact of the patient co-payment ceiling on prescription drug consumption. The
basic reimbursement rate of the Finnish health insurance covers 42% of the drug expenditures until an annual
co-payment ceiling is reached. After the ceiling, 100% of drug expenditures are covered apart from a small
prescription fee. This leads to an average drop of 84% in the consumer prices. The analysis utilizes the fact the
drug consumption exhibits a smooth linear trend before the ceiling. Therefore comparing patients’
consumption before and after the ceiling provides a simple way to estimate the price elasticity of prescription
drug consumption. The analysis data include prescription drug purchases for a 50% sample of Finnish adult
population in 2009. The results show that the average drug consumption increases by 17% for those
exceeding the ceiling. This implies a price elasticity of -0.2 for this population.

Session 1f: Organization and information
Axioms for centrality scoring with principal eigenvectors
Mitri Kitti (University of Turku)
Techniques based on using principal eigenvectors of matrices representing binary relations of sets of
alternatives are commonly used in social sciences, bibliometrics, and web search engines. In most
applications the binary relations can be represented by a directed graph and the question of ranking or
scoring the alternatives can be turned into the question of assessing the centrality of nodes of the graph. This
paper characterizes the principal eigenvector as a scoring function with a set of axioms. A zero-sum scoring
function based on the difference of principal right and left eigenvectors is introduced and axiomatized.
Furthermore, a method of assessing individual and group centralities simultaneously is characterized by a set
of axioms. The specifc case of this method is the Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) used in ranking
web sites.
Aggregating and updating information
Hannu Salonen (University of Turku)
We study information aggregation problems where to a set of measures a single measure of the same
dimension is associated. The collection of measures could represent the beliefs of agents about the state of the
world, and the aggregate would then represent the beliefs of the population. Individual measures could also
represent the connectedness of agents in a social network, and the aggregate would refect the importance of
each individual. We characterize the aggregation rule that resembles the Nash welfare function. In the special
case of probability aggregation problems, this rule is the only one that satisfes Bayesian updating and some
well-known axioms discussed in the literature.
Market share requirements and buyer groups
Frans Saxén (Hanken School of Economics)
We model the use of market share requirements in buyer alliances as a device for rent shifting. By requiring
its members to buy a certain share of their products from the buyer alliance, the alliance can strengthen the
members' bargaining power against local producers. The result of the requirement is that a positive but
limited number of local products are distributed, and retailers capture the incremental surplus. Welfare is
better than under exclusive dealing, but lower than is the case with no vertical restraints. The results are
derived in a setting of food retailing, an industry where concerns over buyer power have been raised across
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Europe and the US. However, the results have wider applicability.
Technological progress and organizational change: Appearance and disappearance of the hierarchy
Mikko Leppämäki (Aalto University), Micael Castanheira
This paper addresses the optimal structure of a decision-making organization and how it is affected by
technological progress. We show that technical evolutions that are not different in nature can have strikingly
different effects on the organization structures. If the agents' productivity is initially low, as was the case in
the 19th century, then productivity gains induce frms to become more hierarchical. That used to be the best
way to adapt to market conditions at that time. By contrast, if the agents' productivity is initially high, as it is
the case nowadays, then productivity gains induce frms to become fatter. That is the best way to adapt to
market conditions nowadays. These differences are only due to the different initial level of productivity. In a
sense, this result explains why technological progress induced organizations to adopt increasingly
decentralized and fatter structures only recently, even though it has been around forever. With help of the
formal model of decision-making organization we thus offer an explanation for the appearance and
disappearance of the hierarchy.

Session 2a: Empirical political economy
Returns to offce in a proportional system
Kaisa Kotakorpi (University of Turku), Panu Poutvaara, Marko Terviö
We study the returns to political offce using data from Finnish parliamentary elections in 1970-2007. We use a
regression discontinuity design and exploit the discontinuity of electoral outcomes in candidate votes to
estimate the causal effect of being elected on subsequent earnings. Our preliminary results suggest that
getting elected into parliament increased subsequent earnings substantially, but the effect appears to be most
pronounced in the short run. In the frst electoral period after election, getting elected into parliament
increased earnings by over 50 %, but we fnd no signifcant long-run impact on earnings.
Common pool problems among merging municipalities
Tuukka Saarimaa (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Jenni Pääkkönen, Janne Tukiainen
This paper uses Finnish municipal mergers to study common pool problems in political decision making. A
merger gives a municipality the incentive to free ride on their merger partners by accumulating debt since the
taxpayers in the new municipality will share the costs. The incentive is stronger for municipalities that are
small relative to their merger partners. This paper uses difference-in-differences method to analyze whether
such debt accumulation happens after municipalities have agreed to merge, but before the actual merger
takes place.
Do voters value local representation and why? Evidence from electoral boundary reforms
Janne Tukiainen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT and HECER), Tuukka Saarimaa
We study whether voters value local political representation. To identify such preferences from voting data,
we use variation in political competition caused by municipality mergers. Using a difference-in-differences
identifcation strategy, we fnd that in merged municipalities, where competition for municipal council seats
becomes fercer, voters concentrate their votes to few local candidates. Moreover, this vote concentration
increases more the more council seats individual premerger municipalities expect to lose due to the merger.
Furthermore, the treatment effect of expected seat loss is heterogeneous in two preference heterogeneity
measures: Differences in geographic location and mean per capita income. We also fnd that voters
concentrate votes only within parties.
How policies infuence voter sentiments: Evidence from asulym center placements
Riikka Savolainen (Aalto University)
I study whether establishing an asylum center in a municipality causes changes in the voting behavior in
Finland. My contribution is to investigate the reactions to immigrants at the early stage in which the impact
on public fnances or on the labor market is virtually non-existent. This allows me to test whether noneconomic reasons are suffcient to cause changes in sentiments. In addition, I use voting data which might be
more reliable than surveys in the socially sensitive issues. Finally, endogeneity problems are less severe as the
asylum applicants do not self-select into certain localities. The preliminary results with a differences-indifferences model and municipality-level data suggest no impact on voting shares.
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Session 2b: Financial Markets
99.9% – Really?
Ilkka Kiema (University of Helsinki), Esa Jokivuolle
The internal rating based (IRB) capital requirements of the Basel II framework are motivated by an asymptotic
single risk factor model which is due to Vasicek. When the model behind the IRB requirements is valid, the
capital of the bank suffces for covering the loan losses of the bank with an annual probability of 99.9%.
However, 50% of the capital has in the actual implementation of the Basel II framework been allowed to consist
of Tier 2 capital (such as e.g. subordinated term debt), and also 50% of remaining capital (Tier 1 capital) has
been allowed to consist of items which are not equity capital, and which do not necessarily stop the bank from
failing in case of unexpectedly large loan losses like equity capital would. Assuming the validity of the Vasicek
model and considering different market structures, we calculate the failure probability of a bank when its
equity capital amounts up to only 25% of the total amount of capital required by IRB approach. The failure
probability is increased dramatically for banks with risky loans. E.g., if the loans of the bank have a default
probability of 1%, in the absence of interest income the bank’s failure rate of once in 1000 years gets replaced
with a failure rate of once in approximately 26 years when the equity capital is dropped to one fourth of the
capital prescribed by the IRB requirements.
Integration and convergence of European retail payments
Tuomas Takalo (Bank of Finland), Emmi Martikainen, Heiko Schmiedel,Timo Korkeamäki
In comparison to other segments of the fnancial market, the integration of the retail payments market has been
diffcult to quantify. As an indicator for fnancial integration, we measure convergence in the European retail
payments market during the period 1995–2011 for the most used retail payment instruments: cash, debit
cards, credit cards, direct debits, credit transfers, cheques and e-money. Two methods of estimating
convergence are used: sigma convergence and beta convergence. Beta convergence is estimated using dynamic
panel methods. We fnd some evidence for sigma convergence for all payment instruments, except for cheques
and e-money. Our results suggest that the cross-country dispersion of payment instrument use has declined
over time in European countries. We also fnd some evidence for beta convergence for debit and credit card
use. Finally, we apply kernel density estimated to study the evolution of payment behaviours.
Regulation induced investments in payment infrastructure and the Single Euro Payments Area
Kari Kemppainen (Bank of Finland)
This paper considers welfare effects induced by the regulation of payment fees and the subsequent
intensifcation of fnancial integration efforts in the payment system feld in Europe. For that purpose, the
standard reciprocal dumping model of international trade is extended to combine both the real trade fows and
related payment fows. The contextual starting point of the analysis is the situation that prevailed in Europe
when the Regulation forcing the domestic and cross-border payment fees to be uniform was adopted in 2001.
As a reaction to this Regulation, European banking sector activated and established the European Payments
Council as a common decision-making and coordination body to foster the creation of the Single Euro
Payments Area (SEPA) that, among others, aimed at reducing costs of cross-border payments. The SEPAproject is modelled as investments by the banking sector to cross-border payment infrastructure resulting in
reductions in marginal costs while bearing quadratic investment costs. Using this framework, the paper
analyses the welfare effects of this stylised SEPA-project. The results suggest that investing in cross-border
payment infrastructure can be benefcial. The overall welfare effects are positive because consumer surplus as
well as frms’ and banks’ profts increase when compared to the situation without these SEPA-investments.
Accordingly, if adopting a sector-specifc regulation in the payment systems feld is interpreted having acted as
an impetus for banks to start developing cross-border payments infrastructure, the on-going SEPA-project
seems to be welfare-enhancing.
Household optimism and borrowing
Ari Hyytinen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE and Yrjö Jahnsson Foundation), Hanna Putkuri
A unique Finnish household-level data from 1994 to 2009 allow us to measure how households fnancial
expectations are related to the subsequent outcomes. We use the difference between the two to measure
forecast errors and household optimism and link the errors to households borrowing behaviour. We fnd that
households making greatest optimistic forecast errors carry greater levels of debt and are most likely to suffer
from excessive debt loads (overindebtedness). They also are less attentive to forecast errors than their
pessimistic counterparts when forming their expectations for a subsequent period.

Session 2c: Environmental economics I
Economic value of intermittent power generation in the Nordic power markets
Maria Kopsakangas-Savolainen (Finnish Environment Institute), Rauli Svento
The key elements in solving the increasing problems of power generation are to develop a sustainable and
effcient production system and to utilize consumer management and demand response in a clearly stronger
way than have been recently done. A signifcant part of the renewable energy (wind and solar) differs from
most conventional (fossil fuel and nuclear) generating technologies such that they produce electricity
intermittently and are not dispatchable. If traditional levelized cost approach is used it gives inappropriate and
misleading results. In this paper we utilize a long-run oriented Real-Time Price based model to analyse the
economic value of intermittent electricity generation in the Nordic power markets. Using this type of model it
is possible to simultaneously take into account the increasing role of demand response and the specifc
characteristics of intermittent technology. By using simulation techniques we also study the impacts of the
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increase in the share of intermittent generation to the market prices, equilibrium of other capacities, CO₂
emissions and costs of reduced CO₂ emissions. We show that as traditional levelized cost comparisons fail to
take into account the fact that the value of electricity supplied varies widely over the year, our approach which
uses hourly output profles and associated market value of electricity, gives plausible economic values for
electricity.
A strategic analysis of eutrophication in the Baltic Sea
Lassi Ahlvik (MTT Economic Research), Yulia Pavlova
Cooperation between the littoral countries to mitigate eutrophication in the Baltic Sea has proven diffcult in
the past. In this study, we seek to identify the incentives for the Baltic Sea littoral countries to deviate from
agreements, design coalitions where such incentives do not exist, and compare alternative ways to formulate
stable agreements to reduce eutrophication in the Baltic Sea. We conclude that strong free-riding incentives for
some countries preclude the socially optimal solution in absence of enforcing authority. A stable agreement
can, however, be formed with some loss in effciency. The research shows that a treaty between all the littoral
countries with modest abatement targets would be more effcient than a coalition between fewer countries but
with more ambitious targets. We compare the two international institutions involved in the protection of the
Baltic Sea – the intergovernmental Helsinki Commission and the partly supranational European Union – and
show that the European Union would not beneft from enforcing an agreement among its member states on the
Baltic without Russia being involved in conservation efforts. Our results suggest that the best results are got
using the enforcement power of the European Union over its members and simultaneously negotiating with
Russia within Helsinki Commission.
International environmental cooperation with imperfect monitoring
Marita Laukkanen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
Many prominent environmental problems are plagued by uncertainty in the underlying biological and
physical processes. Noise in the environmental process makes the link between current actions and future
environmental conditions indirect. Where international policy coordination is called for, adherence to an
agreement cannot be monitored unambiguously. This paper studies how to construct a self-enforcing
international environmental agreement in the case of a stock pollutant with stochastic stock dynamics.

Session 2d: Econometrics
Modelling time-varying volatility in fnancial returns: evidence from the bond markets
Helinä Laakkonen (Bank of Finland), Cristina Amado
The unusually uncertain’phase in the global fnancial markets has inspired many researchers to study the
effects of ambiguity (or Knightian uncertainty) on the decisions made by investors and its implications in the
capital markets. We contribute to this literature by using the time-varying GARCH model of Amado and
Teräsvirta (2011) to analyse whether the increasing uncertainty has caused excess volatility in the US and
European government bond markets. In our model, volatility is multiplicatively decomposed into a stable
conditional variance and time-varying unconditional volatility components. We suggest that the time-varying
risk is captured by the conditional volatility parameters, whereas the time-variation in the unconditional
volatility is driven by the level of uncertainty in the markets.
Selection of estimation window in the presence of data revisions and recent structural break
Jari Hännikäinen (University of Tampere)
In this paper, we analyze the forecasting performance of a set of widely used window selection methods in the
presence of data revisions and recent structural breaks. Our Monte Carlo and empirical results show that the
expanding window estimator often yields the most accurate forecasts after a recent break. The expanding
window estimator performs well regardless of whether revisions are news or noise and whether we forecast
frst-release or fnal values. We fnd that the differences in the forecasting accuracy are large in practice,
especially when we forecast GDP defator growth after the early 1980s break.
Trends vs. changes in the relation between income inequality and fnancial stability
Tuomas Malinen (University of Helsinki)
Recent studies by Atkinson (2011); Rajan (2010); Kumhof and Ranciére (2010); Bordo and Meissner (2013) have
assessed the relationship between income inequality and fnancial stability. Empirical studies by Atkinson and
Bordo and Meissner have found that changes in income inequality do not have an effect on the changes in
credit. We extend their studies by assessing the relationship between the trends in income inequality and
credit. We fnd that the relationship between the two variables is long-run, i.e. trending in nature, and that
removing this relation with frst-differencing will lead to biased inference. In conclusion we fnd that income
inequality leads to increased leverage in the economy.

Session 2e: Labour I
On the evolution of the allocation of talent
Marko Terviö (Aalto University), Matti Sarvimäki
We describe the overall allocation of and rewards to talent in a small Nordic economy during the last several
decades, using standardized test results of military conscripts matched with later career outcomes such as
occupation and income. The key facts that we are interested in are i) the allocation of the distribution of talent
between sectors and occupations and ii) the relation of talent and earnings in by sector and occupation.
Remarkably little is known about how the distribution of talent is allocated in the economy, and how this
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allocation has changed over time. The reason is that it is very diffcult, and in most countries impossible, to
come up with comprehensive population level data sets that would allow the linkage of educational and
occupational information with measures of talent. We present results for exactly such a data set that covers
several decades in a modern capitalist economy. Earlier literature has focused on the allocation of educational
inputs between different sectors and occupations. The integrative view of the almost entire population of male
workers enables us to measure in a uniquely detailed way the structural change in the economy from primary
production to manufacture and various service sectors. We fnd, for example, that the fnancial sector has
received a signifcant and increasing fraction of high ability individuals in recent decades, while the teaching
profession has been on the losing side. We compare our results with previous literature that consists of
occupation-specifc case studies in various western countries.
Is there job polarization at the frm level?
Jari Vainiomäki (University of Tampere), Petri Böckerman, Seppo Laaksonen
Using the new Harmonized Wage Structure Statistics (HWSS) data of Statistics Finland we frst of all document
the employment and wage polarization development as well as the trends in tasks inputs used in the Finnish
private sector labour market. The novelty of our paper is, however, in performing the regression analyses
testing for the routinization hypothesis suggested by Autor, Levy and Murnane (2003) and Acemoglu and
Autor (2010) at the frm level, instead of the aggregate economy or industry level. In this way, we are able to
study routinization and job polarization at the micro level, where the actual labour demand decisions are done.
This minimizes any effects from compositional changes in product demand (inter-frm shifts in production
and employment) on the structure of employment or wages that may cause spurious relationships in more
aggregate studies. Furthermore, we are able to examine the technology-based explanations for routinization
and polarization at the frm level using frm level R&D and ICT variables as explanatory variables in the frmlevel regressions.
Public-private sector wage differentials and the business cycle
Terhi Maczulskij (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
This paper uses microeconomic data for the period from 1990 to 2004 to examine the relationship between
public-private sector wage differentials and labour market conditions in Finland. The results show that the
public sector wage premium is strongly counter-cyclical. On average, a ten per cent increase in the local
unemployment rate increases the public-private sector wage gap by one per cent. Separate analyses by
government sector and quantiles of the distribution of wages reveal that it is local government workers and
those working at lower skill levels who beneft more from increasing unemployment rate. The paper also
exploits the longitudinal structure of the data to examine whether the results are constant over time. These
results indicate that the cyclical pattern primarily emerges in years with deteriorated labour markets.

Session 2f: Taxation I
Miksi yritykset eivät reagoi korotettuihin poistoihin?
Seppo Kari (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT)
Tutkimuksessa kartoitetaan tekijöitä, jotka voisivat selittää korotettujen veropoistojen matalaa käyttöastetta
Suomessa. Kysymystä tarkastellaan arvioimalla poistojen tuoman veroedun arvoa Suomen nykyisessä
tuloverotuksessa. Aiemmin kotimaassa ja ulkomailla esillä olleiden selitysten lisäksi kiinnitetään huomiota
siihen, että Suomen osinkoverotuksessa, jossa listaamattoman yhtiön osinko jaetaan ansio- ja
pääomatuloosuuksiin yhtiön nettovarallisuuden perusteella, myös osinkoverosäännöillä voi olla vaikutusta
kannusteeseen vähentää poistoja. Tulos näytetään investointiteorian mallilla ja yritysten optimivalinnan ehtoja
ja piirteitä havainnollistetaan laskelmin. Jatkotutkimuksessa näitä tuloksia on mahdollista testata
yritysaineistolla.
Complexity, salience and income tax flling behaviour: Evidence from a natural experiment
Jani-Petri Laamanen (University of Tampere), Kaisa Kotakorpi
We estimate the effect of the details of the income tax fling system on the behaviour of taxpayers, utilising data
from a policy experiment that took place in Finland in the 1990s. We fnd that receiving a pre-flled income tax
return lead to a signifcant reduction in the number of individuals claiming for deductions. This fnding may
be due to complexity or salience effects.
To bunch or not to bunch? How tax payers react to different income tax incentives
Tuomas Matikka (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Tuomas Kosonen
Large previous literature has studied how income taxation affects the behavior of taxpayers. However, little is
known why some tax incentives create larger responses than others. In this paper we analyze how and why
different types of changes in the tax-and-transfer schedules affect the behavior of individuals. We use income
distributions and the bunching method to detect whether different kink points or discontinuities in the tax
schedule create signifcant changes in behavior using an extensive micro data from Finland.
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Session 3a: Macro fnance I
Explaining the severity of the fnancial crisis with macrofnancial factors
Karlo Kauko (Bank of Finland)
This paper explains cross-national differences in the severity of the recent fnancial crisis. Factor analysis is
applied on pre-2007 macrofnancial data from 50 countries. It is possible to identify factors that indicate
excessive growth of the fnancial sector and capital infows. These factors predict cross-national differences in
the severity of the crisis.
Kiss me deadly: From Finnish Great Depression to Great Recession
Juha Kilponen (Bank of Finland), Markus Haavio, Adam Gulan
In this paper we investigate the causes of the Finnish Great Depression and, more broadly, the drivers of the
Finnish business cycle over the last quarter century. We assess the importance of real and fnancial shocks as
well as the channels and amplifying mechanisms through which these shocks propagate. To do this, we
estimate a SVAR model, where the shocks are identifed through the sign restrictions methodology. We fnd
strong evidence for interactions between fnancial and real variables. Our results suggest that fnancial factors
contribute to macro dynamics not only through shocks, but also as amplifers of real shocks. The exercise also
reveals very diverse causes of the recent recessions in Finland. Whereas in the early 1990s domestic fnancial
factors contributed substantially to the boom-bust cycle, external shocks played a key role during the Great
Recession.
Effect of government debt on economic growth – a cross-country study
Pasi Ikonen (Bank of Finland)
This paper examines effects of government debt on economic growth. An important study in the feld is
Kumar and Woo (2010), which covers the effect of public debt on growth and also takes into account reverse
causality and endogeneity issues. The focus of this paper is to examine the channels how high government
debt may hamper growth. High government debt crowds out (private) investment. Central factors are the ratio
of foreign to total debt as well as sovereign spreads. Data is obtained from the OECD. In estimation of the
model, methods of dynamic panel are applied. The results are expected to show that high government debt
reduces growth.
Kokonaistuotannon lyhyen aikavälin ennustemalli
Juho Kostiainen (Ministry of Finance), Jukka Railavo
Tutkimuksessa esitellään Suomen kokonaistuotantoa lyhyellä aikavälillä ennakoiva ennustemalli. Kyseessä on
ns. faktoreilla täydennetty vektoriautoregressiivinen malli, joka hyödyntää poikkeuksellisen laajaa
talousindikaattorien valikoimaa. Malli pohjautuu Giannone, Reihlin ja Small (2006) esittelemään faktoreilla
täydennettyyn vektori autoregressiiviseen malliin (FAVAR). FAVAR-mallin esittelivät Bernanke ja Boivin
(2003), jotka tutkivat sen avulla FED:in korkouria reaaliaikaisilla aikasarjoilla, käyttäen hyväksi Stock ja
Wattsonin (2002) faktorimallia. Faktorimallien käyttö lyhyen aikavälin ennustamisessa on yleistynyt
viimeisten vuosikymmenten aikana metodologisten välineiden kehityttyä Geweke(1977), Sargent ja Sims
(1977) Stock ja Wattsonin (1989, 2002).
Faktorimalleissa voidaan käyttää hyväksi suurta määrää
indikaattoreita, joista estimoidaan faktoreita, jotka kuvaavat sarjojen yhteisvaihtelua, joiden voidaan olettaa
heijastavan sarjojen taustalla vaikuttavaa kokonaistaloudellista kehitystä. Kalman suotimen käyttö mallin
estimoinnissa mahdollistaa eri frekvenssisten aikasarjojen käytön mallissa sekä mallin estimoimisen myös
silloin kun kaikista aikasarjoista ei ole yhtä paljon havaintoja saatavilla. Erilaisten indikaattorimallien
ennustekykyä on testattu monissa julkaisuissa. Barhoumi ym. (2008) testasivat eri indikaattorimallien kykyä
ennustaa BKT:tä lyhyen aikavälin kehitystä kuuden eri EU-maan- ja Euroalueen aggregaatti-aineistoilla.
Tutkimuksessa havaittiin, että kuukausitason mallit toimivat neljännesvuosimalleja paremmin, lisäksi
havaitaan, että faktorimallit ennustavat bridge-yhtälö-malleja paremmin. Faktorimalleista parhaantuloksen
antoivat kalman-suotimeen perustavat mallit. Tällä lyhyen aikavälin ennustemallilla pyritään systemaattisesti
suodattamaan suuresta määrästä taloudellisia aikasarjoja kokonaistaloudellisen kehityksen kannalta
olennainen informaatio. Mallin etuna on sen helppokäyttöisyys ja mahdollisuus päivittää näkemystä
talouskehityksestä aina kun uutta informaatiota on saatavilla. Mallin heikkoutena on, että sillä voidaan
ennustaa vain BKT:n yhteisvaihteluosaa, jonka voidaan olettaa kuvaavan kokonaistaloudellisen kehityksen
trendiä.

Session 3b: Regional economics
Suhdanteiden ja rakennemuutosten aluetaloudelliset vaikutukset
Leena Kerkelä (Pellervo Economic Research–PTT)
Suhdanteissa tapahtuvat muutokset vaikuttavat alueisiin eri tavalla riippuen niiden tuotantorakenteesta.
Tässä raportissa dokumentoidaan tämän analyysin tueksi rakennettu Suomen taloutta kuvaava yleisen
tasapainon malli (YTP-malli). Malli pohjautuu australialaiseen Monashin yliopistossa kehitettyyn ORANImalliin ja sen rakenne mahdollistaa tulosten tarkastelun maakuntatasolla. Mallin tietokanta perustuu
uusimpiin vuoden 2008 panostuotostauluihin sekä uuteen vuodesta 2012 lähtien voimassa olevaan
maakuntajakoon. Mallilla tehdyillä simuloinneilla on analysoitu fnanssikriisin käynnistämää viennin
rakennemuutosta ja sen vaikutuksia alueellisesti. Havainnollistavissa simuloinneissa on myös vertailtu YTPmallien ja panostuotosmallien yhtäläisyyksiä ja eroja.
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Regional subsidies for R&D collaboration and expected innovations
Mika Haapanen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE), Helena Lenihan, Anu Tokila
The main trend in innovation policies during the last two decades has been the fostering of collaboration
among industry, government and research organisations. Although the EU, US and Japan, among others, have
implemented support policies and schemes for encouraging collaboration, little is known about whether such
policies and schemes have been implemented as originally planned. The objective of this paper is to analyse
the expected and realised outcomes of 410 subsidised R&D collaboration projects on innovation activity in
Finland. We fnd that the formations of the public sector’s a-priori expectations are not always consistent with
the observed (realised) patenting behaviour of the subsidised projects. The latter has implications for policy
and its implementation.
Distant disciplines: Evidence of the impact of geographical distance on the feld-of-study choice of Finnish
university students
Tuomo Suhonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
When feld-of-study options vary across universities, geographical distances may create barriers to students’
feld-of-study choices. Based on this hypothesis, the current study examines the feld-of-study choice among
Finnish university students, focusing on the question: Does an increase in the distance that a student has to
travel to be able to study a particular feld decrease his or her likelihood to end up in that feld? For the
empirical analysis, register-based data on a sample of high school graduates from 1991–1996 are utilised, and
the choice among ten feld-of-study alternatives is modelled using conditional logit and mixed logit
approaches. The results suggest that a 100 kilometre increase in the shortest distance to enrol decreases the
odds of choosing a feld by the average of approximately 20 per cent. However, the distance effect is found to
be, to some extent, heterogeneous across the feld-of-study alternatives, being insignifcant in education and
humanities.

Session 3c: Environmental economics II
Honeybee economics – Implications for ecology policy
Vesa Kanniainen (University of Helsinki), Tuula Lehtonen, Ilkka Mellin
The economy and society of honeybees is a communist one based on public goods and abstracting from
private liberties and ownership rights. Our paper studies the economic and social mechanisms of honeybees
introducing an economic approach. Originally, it started as a pleasant joke asking whether a communist
society can survive on our planet. The expedition soon became anything but a joke, i.e. an attempt to
understand the biology of these fascinating eusocial animals, the disciplinary forces created by their evolution,
their interaction with humans in the spirit of the principal-agent approach, and in terms of the time series
properties of their output, honey, correlated with the pollination services. The implications for ecology policy
turn out to be of fundamental importance and comparable to, say, the threat of the climate change.
How to estimate the social costs of nuclear power? Pricing risk perceptions revealed on vote on new nuclear
power plants in Finland
Anni Huhtala (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Piia Aatola
Given the internationally unique decision of the Finnish parliament in support of two additional nuclear
reactors in 2010, a survey approaching the members of the parliament, and eliciting explicitly the importance
of subjective risks on preferences regarding radioactive waste and carbon emissions vis-à-vis their
environmental and economic impacts was carried out. The preferences of politicians regarding nuclear power
provide a basis to derive an implicit social cost of nuclear power. The social cost of radioactive waste is related
to the social cost of carbon emissions, and to the determinants of voting for nuclear power such as gender and
age of the member of the parliament and his/her risk attitudes.
On the cyclicality of optimal emission taxes
Lauri Vilmi (Bank of Finland), Jussi Lintunen
This paper studies the optimal carbon tax policy over the business cycle. Since the optimal emission tax
depends on the net present value of expected future marginal damages caused by the pollution, the tax level is
determined by the timing of both damages and consumption. We derive conditions on the procyclicality of
emission tax and show that the tax is procyclical if the elasticity of marginal disutility of pollution to
consumption level is non-negative. In addition, we show that the elasticity of substitution between polluting
input and capital has a major impact on the cyclicality of the pollution stock in the atmosphere.
Effect of streamlined procedures on the duration of the CDM project cycle
Roland Magnusson (University of Helsinki)
Of the current emission trading schemes, the Clean Development Mechanism is the leading example of a
baseline-and-credit type of scheme. The geographic scope and sectoral coverage of the CDM is impressive.
Thus, it serves as a excellent study ground for future project-based mechanisms to learn from. To facilitate
proper analysis of the CDM, I present a novel approach, based on duration analysis, for analysing the entries
to and exists from the CDM project cycle. Using this approach, I answer the question of what the effect of the
streamlined CDM procedures, required in 2009, in implemented in 2010, had on the duration between GSP
start and a request of registration and the duration between GSP start and frst issuance. The analysis shows
that the risk of submitting a request of registration was increased by 26% as a result of the reforms whereas the
risk of frst issuance was reduced by 47%. As an additional result, the analysis shows that project success,
measured in terms of moving through the CDM project cycle, is very unevenly distributed across host
countries and technologies. The situation is especially poor with regard to the least developed countries. A
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project hosted by an LDC exhibits only an 25% chance of frst issuance compared to China, the country that
hosts the majority of projects.

Session 3d: Makroennustaminen
Teaching quantitative economic macro models and global/European economic developments
Seppo Ruoho
Formulating economic theories is closely related to the use of quantitative models in economic theory.
Economics is an accumulative discipline although not as streamlined as physics. Theoretical breakthroughs
lead to new type of models e. g. input-output models, marginal theory of optimal behavior for individual
economic actors or new general stochastic dynamic equilibrium models. Unfortunately the prime force to
modify our theoretical concepts are adverse economic experiences such as depressions, recessions and global
as well regional crises. We have experienced a lot of impulses to theoretical rethinking lately and
simultaneously there is an large scale attempt to unify university level curricula in an European context in the
form of the Bologna process. This essay is an attempt to highlight some key developments especially in the
feld of macroeconomic modeling. We have to rely on general theory on formal models and we have to
observe that despite its many formal attributes economic theory concerns human actors or their coalitions. On
one hand we have the food of new behavioral models e. g. new institutional economic into economics and on
the other hand we have rapidly improving data arrays and fast developing computational facilities. We focus
on the following sub themes: how to defne economic models, what type of formal models we have and what
are the empirical models we use. However, this paper is more on rethinking and reviewing quantitative
economic models than a learned discussion on macroeconomic schools. We move in the terrain of standard
Bologna contents of economic theory, teaching and pedagogic point of view as well as calculation
methodology and data for economic models. This essay has three tributaries: I have studied and tried teaching
mathematics for economists, I have followed the introduction of new economic paradigm in transitional
Russia and lastly as an economist much of my study has been connected to production of economic statistics.
Fortunately recent global and European developments have given a lot of water to reviewers mill.
Elintarvikekaupan kansantaloudellisten tunnuslukujen johtaminen Tilastokeskuksen tilastoista
palvelutuotannon osuuden arvioimiseksi elintarvikeketjussa
Marja Knuuttila (MTT Economic Research)
Kauppa poikkeaa muista toimialoista sillä kaupalle ominaista on, ettei tavaran ominaisuus muutu. Kauppa
vastaa tavaroiden välittämisestä tavarantoimittajilta kaupan hyllylle ja edelleen kassan kautta ulos. Monesti
kauppa hoitaa myös tavarakuljetusta esille panon ja myynnin lisäksi. Kaupan toimialan tuotanto (tuotos)
muodostuu tästä välitysmarginaalista. Kansantalouden tilinpidossa, joka esittää tuotannon toimialoittain,
kauppa ei voi sisältää välitettäviä tuotteita, sillä ne ovat jo mukana valmistustoimialan tuotannossa.
Välitysmarginaalin hahmottamista kaupan tuotokseksi vaikeuttaa se, että yleensä kaupasta esitetään myyntija liikevaihtolukuja, jotka ovat helposti saatavissa. Elintarvikekauppa on saanut osakseen suurta huomiota
julkisuudessa. Kauppa on osa elintarvikeketjua, joten kaupan kulut muodostavat osan kuluttajien
elintarvikemenoista. Kaupan osuus elintarvikkeiden hinnanmuodostuksessa on ollut mielenkiinnon kohde
sillä sen muodostuminen ei ole läpinäkyvää -liikesalaisuuksiin vedoten tietoa ei ole saatavilla. Myöskään
kokonaistasolla tietoa ei ole käytettävissä sillä Tilastokeskus (TK) ei julkaise elintarvikekaupan tuotosta. Tässä
artikkelissa selvitetään, millaista tietoa TK:n julkaistuista tilastoista kaupasta on käytettävissä ja miten ne
soveltuvat elintarvikekaupan kansantaloudellisten tunnuslukujen mittaamiseen. TK:n lähteinä käytetään
kansantalouden tilinpidon tuotanto- ja tulonmuodostustilejä, yritystilaston kaupan tilinpäätösaineistoja sekä
tukkukaupan ja vähittäiskaupan määrävuosiselvityksiä. Tavoitteena on tuottaa arviot elintarvikekaupan
tuotoksesta, arvonlisäyksestä ja työllisistä. Elintarvikekaupan tuotos saadaan kun liikevaihdosta vähennetään
kaupan läpi kulkevat elintarvikkeet. Kun tuotoksesta vähennetään muilta toimialoilta hankitut välituotteet,
saadaan kaupan arvonlisäys. Yleinen kehityssuunta taloudessa on ollut palvelutuotannon osuuden kasvu.
Vuonna 2011 palvelujen osuus oli 69,4 prosenttia bruttokansantuotteesta (BKT). Kaupan osuus BKT:sta oli 10,3
prosenttia. Kun elintarvikekaupan tunnusluvut tiedetään, voidaan arvioida sen ja muun palvelutuotannon
osuutta elintarvikeketjussa.
Miten huoltosuhde ja ei-työllisten suhde työllisiin muuttuu suurten ikäluokkien ollessa eläkkeellä koko
maan tasolla ja kunnittain?
Pekka Tiainen (Ministry of Employment and the Economy)
Tarkastelun kohteena ovat huoltosuhteet ja ei-työllisten suhde työllisiin. Huoltosuhteella tarkoitetaan
väestöllistä, demograafsta, huoltosuhdetta siten laskettuna, että jaetaan alle 15-vuotiaiden ja yli 64-vuotiaiden
yhteismäärä työikäisellä 15-64-vuotiaalla väestöllä. Olennainen kysymys on, voidaanko työikäisen väestön
työllisyysastetta parantamalla ja työttömyyden vähentämisellä saada vastavaikutusta korkealle väestölliselle
huoltosuhteelle ja sen kasvulle. Väestöennusteena on Tilastokeskuksen syyskuun 2012 väestöennuste.
Työllisten tulevaisuusluvut on laskettu käyttäen vuosien 1990 ja 2011 työllisyysasteita ikäryhmittäin.
Vertailtaessa tulevaisuuden huoltosuhteita 1950-luvun ja sitä edeltäneiden vuosikymmenten huoltosuhteisiin
keskeinen huomio on, että aiemmin korkeat huoltosuhteet johtuivat suuresta lasten osuudesta ja
tulevaisuudessa suuresta ikääntyvien ja vanhusten osuudesta. Vuosina 1969-2011 Suomessa on ollut aiempaan
historiaan ja tulevaisuuteen verrattuna poikkeuksellisen edullinen väestöllinen huoltosuhde, kun lasten ja 65vuotta täyttäneiden osuus on ollut alle puolet väestöstä. Kuvioon on otettu pitkä aikaväli, että muutokset
näkyvät riittävän selvästi.
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Session 3e: Banking
Does bank competition infuence the lending channel in the Eurozone?
Laura Solanko (Bank of Finland), Zuzana Fungáčová, Laurent Weill
This paper examines how bank competition infuences the bank lending channel for Eurozone countries.
Using a sample of banks from 12 Eurozone countries over the period 2002-2010 we analyze the reaction of
loan supply to monetary policy actions depending on the degree of bank competition. We fnd that enhanced
competition strengthens the transmission of monetary policy through the bank lending channel. Further
investigation shows that more competitive banks were more sensitive to monetary policy only before the
crisis. Thus our results support the view that the single monetary policy might have asymmetric effects in
Eurozone countries depending on their level of bank competition. Policy recommendations are the support
for convergence but also increase of bank competition across Eurozone countries to make the monetary policy
more effective and more symmetric.
Spreading of the crisis in interbank network
Mervi Toivanen (University of Vaasa)
This paper proposes a novel method to analyse the relationship between an individual bank’s characteristics
and the spreading and intensity of a fnancial crisisin European interbank markets. By implementing
susceptible – infected – recovered (SIR) model in a scale-free network with actual data on large European
banks, the simulations are used to analyse the system-wide fnancial stability. The analysis also sheds light on
the prop-erties of a stable banking network.
Credit ratings and information asymmetry on the Chinese syndicated loan market
Salla Pöyry (Hanken School of Economics), Timo Korkeamäki, Maiju Suo
Financing arrangements are often plagued by information asymmetry between lenders and borrowers. This is
a special concern in the fast growing Chinese fnancial markets. We explore the impact of local credit ratings
and cross-border listings on information asymmetry by examining a sample of syndicated loans issued by
Chinese borrowers in 2003-2011. Despite the common criticism of Chinese credit ratings being overly
optimistic and biased, we fnd that they serve an important role in reducing informational asymmetry in the
market. The impact of cross-listings is signifcantly less pronounced. We further fnd that while the dynamics
of the Chinese market resemble those found in more developed economies, noteworthy differences also exist.

Session 3f: Institutions and growth
Political like-mindedness in social networks
Juha Itkonen (University of Helsinki), Panu Poutvaara
We study to what extent people tend to be friends with the politically like-minded in the social media. We
also ask whether social networks are segregated more according to economic or value issues, and how
homogeneity depends on gender. A strong homogeneity in values and attitudes in social networks could
result in social polarization, when the like-minded would tend to echo each other’s opinions. In order to
answer these questions, we have carried out a large survey using a Facebook app that links individual
responses to information on friendships. With this network data we can quantify to what extent people
cluster according to opinions and what type of issues matter most.
Democracy, political risk and stock market performance
Heikki Lehkonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE), Kari Heimonen
We study whether the emerging stock markets’ performance is affected by direct and indirect effects of
democracy level and political risk. We argue that the relationship between democracy level and the political
risk is parabolic instead of a simple linear relation i.e. there exists a limit in democracy after which the
political risk begins to decline and this is refected in stock prices. Using panel data for 38 emerging markets
at yearly frequency and controlling for several domestic and international factors, we fnd a fairly robust
evidence that during the period 2000-2010, this relationship is true and after some threshold, the more
democratic countries produce higher returns. Similar relation is also found for several political risk
components, namely: conficts and tensions; military in politics, religious tensions and internal conficts. No
consistent evidence of the direct effects of democracy, political risk or its subcomponents on share prices is
found. We also test whether the polynomial relationship between democracy and political risk can help to
explain stock market crisis, but fnd no signifcant results.
Entrepreneurial forecast errors
Jukka Lahtonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE), Ari Hyytinen, Mika Pajarinen
This paper uses entrepreneurs’ survival expectations around the time of market entry and subsequent venture
exits to study entrepreneurial forecast errors. Using data on nascent entrepreneurs in the US and start-ups in
Finland, we fnd that besides being optimistic on average (i.e., not well calibrated), entrepreneurial
expectations have mild resolution in Finland, but none in the US. About one fourth of the entrepreneurs do
not provide an estimate of their base rates for venture survival, but if they do, the base rates are better
calibrated. A simple linear forecast combination of the two subjective probabilities leads to better forecast
accuracy. For example, the average optimism of the US entrepreneurs is almost eliminated when the linear
combination is used.
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Session 3g: Labour II
Stature and life-time labor market outcomes: Accounting for unobserved differences
Petri Böckerman (Labour Institute for Economic Research), Jari Vainiomäki
We use twin data matched to register-based individual information on earnings and employment to examine
the effect of height on life-time labor market outcomes. The use of twin data allows us to remove otherwise
unobserved ability and other differences. The twin pair difference estimates from instrumental variables
estimation for genetically identical twins reveal a signifcant height-wage premium for women but not for
men. This result implies that cognitive ability explains the effect of height on life-time earnings for men.
Additional fndings using capital income as the outcome variable suggest that discrimination against short
persons may play a role for women.
Gender earnings gap in the academic labour market: Evidence from productivity and supervisory effects
Juho Jokinen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE), Jaakko Pehkonen
By using data drawn from the personnel records of a large Finnish university, we examine the gender
earnings gap among academic workers. We found that, on average, women earned approximately 9% less
than men, but that adjusting for different individual characteristics (age, tenure, educational attainment,
academic discipline, and research productivity) decreased this gap to about 2%. Further, within academic
ranks, the gender gap in earnings is only around 1 per cent. In addition, our results suggest that the earnings
gap is lower at higher levels of research productivity and that women working at women-led departments
earned less than women with similar characteristics working at men-led departments.

Session 4a: Labour III
Inequality and sustainability of growth: Evidence using top income shares data
Elina Tuominen (University of Tampere)
We study the role of inequality in growth periods. After identifying these growth spells, we study the
determinants of the length of growth spells using duration analysis. There are various arguments linking
inequality and sustainability of growth, e.g., imperfect market arguments and political economy arguments.
A recent empirical study by Berg and Ostry (IMF 2011) suggests that countries with more equal income
distributions are associated with longer growth spells. We re-examine this topic as we utilize inequality data
that has become recently available, namely top income share series, and we focus on studying the relation in
fairly advanced countries.
Internal wage references and the shape of the wage curve, the level of pay and wage rigidity
Matthias Strifer (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
Internal wage references are nowadays an accepted way of generating wage rigidity in labor market models.
Especially in the effciency wage but also more recently in the matching and union literature wage rigidity is
established by having workers caring not only about their outside earning opportunities but about a frm
internal reference, too. This research showed, that the relative weight as well as the size of the internal
reference are decisive for the degree of wage rigidity in case of demand or supply shocks. So far, however,
there is little knowledge about which features of the internal reference cause which effects on the model
outcomes. Given the importance of the internal reference for the generation of rigidity, this paper contributes
to the literature by including proft measures as internal references in a unionized labor market and analyzes
the features which internal references have to comply to in order to generate wage rigidity. Moreover it relates
wage rigidity to the issue of U-shaped wage curves as well as to the level of pay.
Estimating earnings elasticities based on cross-country micro data: A bridge between micro and macro
estimates?
Jukka Pirttilä (University of Tampere), Markus Jäntti, Håkan Selin
We utilise repeated cross sections of micro data from several countries, available from the Luxembourg
Income Study, LIS, to estimate the elasticity of earnings with respect to marginal tax rates. The beneft of the
data is that it spans over four decades and includes a large number of tax reform episodes, with tax rate
variation arising both from cross-sectional and country-level differences. Using this data, we investigate
whether micro and macro estimates along the intensive margin differ, whether the size of the tax changes
affect the estimated elasticities, and whether there are systematic country differences in the response to tax
changes.

Session 4b: Housing
Distributional effects of VAT with housing
Niku Määttänen (The Research Insitute of the Finnish Economy–ETLA), Essi Eerola
An increase in consumption taxes, of which VAT is the most important one in EU countries, reduces the
purchasing power of existing wealth. Hence, it is effectively a capital levy. We study the distributional
implications of VAT taking this capital levy mechanism into account. In contrast to the existing literature, we
distinguish between fnancial wealth and housing wealth. We show that given how housing is typically
treated in the tax system, the capital levy associated with an increase in VAT, does not apply to housing
wealth. As a result, the distributional effects of tax reforms that consist of increasing VAT depend on the joint
distribution of housing wealth, fnancial wealth, and labor income. Our numerical results suggest that taking
the special role of housing wealth into account changes our view of the distributional effects of a VAT increase
substantially.
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Non-neutral housing taxation, tax rate alterations, and the housing market
Elias Oikarinen (University of Turku)
This paper suggests a new framework to understand the infuences of housing tax code on the outcomes of
key housing market variables. We introduce a simple theoretical framework that illustrates the dependency of
market clearing rent-to-price ratio and equilibrium homeownership rate on the households’ and investors’
required rental yield distributions. This framework is then combined with the real estate market four
quadrant model to discuss the overall consequences of tax changes on the housing market. We also illustrate
empirically how the overall infuences of tax code changes on the housing market can be examined.
Workplace networks and residential neighbourhood choice: An assessment with job and home location
histories
Elias Einiö (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Teemu Lyytikäinen, Rosa Sanchis-Guarner
Previous studies have documented a correlation between the place of work and place of residence. Job
referrals by neighbours have been offered as an explanation. However, information about neighbourhoods
shared by fellow workers may also explain this positive association. By exploiting UK panel data on exact
geo-coded job and home locations, this study examines whether co-worker networks drive residential
neighbourhood choice or whether networks in the neighbourhoods drive job placement. The analysis of the
direction of causation is based on the timing of job placements and residential moves [Granger, 1969].
Architectonic View as an example of an externality
Janne Pihlajaniemi (University of Oulu), Henrik Lönnqvist
The quality of architecture is affecting to everyone in urban environment. Although a great part of buildings
are a result of markets handled by private participants, they are at the same time public goods causing
economic externalities. On the other hand, public buildings as public investments are – depending on their
architectural quality - causing economical spillovers to private households. As an example of an externality
of architecture, the paper is presenting a research, which is examining the impact of an architectonic view to
the dwelling prices. The buildings of architectural interest in Helsinki downtown area were frst recognized
by using an institutional assessment of architectural quality. Thereafter all the housing buildings containing
dwellings with a possible view to the architectural highlights were picked for the data. By using hedonic
regressions as a method, there was found statistically signifcant impacts to the dwelling prices in transactions
during years 1980-2008: A direct view to the architectural landmarks had the strongest premium, which was
found almost equally appreciated as a view to the sea in the same area – approximately 5,5-6%. A diagonal
view to the architectural landmarks was found slightly more appreciated as a view to a park or square –
approximately 3%. The building level data of transactions prevented to specify the view on a dwelling level,
which set a base for conclusions as well as raised other questions for later researches connected to the theme.

Session 4c: Education
The Gender Gap Dynamics in Education: A Theory Based on Gender Diﬀerences in Test Score Variability
Ohto Kanninen (Labour Institute for Economic Research), Laurent Bossavie
In virtually all countries, males show a greater dispersion in ability test scores relative to females. Building on
this simple fact, we are able to explain the gender gap dynamics in educational attainment observed
internationally. We show a greater dispersion of abilities among males, combined with an increase in the
returns to education across cohorts, are suﬃcient to reproduce the gender gap dynamics observed in each
individual country. From time-series data on enrollment rates in secondary and tertiary education by sex, we
generate country estimates for gender diﬀerences in ability distribution using our model. Our estimates
highly correlate with country-specifc gender diﬀerences in test score distributions found in PISA. We also
assess the validity of our theory against two alternative explanations for the gender gap dynamics: changes in
social norms, and improvements in females’ relative performance at school over time. The data does not
support the predictions of the alternative hypotheses, while bringing further support to our theory.
School tracking and gender: Evidence on the interaction of pubertal development and school system
Tuomas Pekkarinen (Aalto University), Kristian Koerselman
We study whether the effect of delaying tracking on gender differences in educational attainment varies by
pubertal development at the time of tracking. The paper exploits the British comprehensive school reform
that was implemented at different times in different parts of England and Wales. This reform delayed tracking
in secondary schools by several years. Using National Child Development Study we are able to identify the
effect of this reform on fnal educational attainment. Since the data also include measures of pubertal
development, we are able to estimate this effect separately for early and late maturers.
Equality of Opportunity and Cognitive Ability: Norway over the 20th Century
Matti Sarvimäki (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT and Aalto University), Tuomas
Pekkarinen, Kjell Salvanes
This paper studies the evolution of the IQ distribution as a function of parental background in Norway over
the cohorts born from 1930's to mid 1970's. We use IQ test score data from the Norwegian military that can be
linked to register data on earnings and educational attainment. We show that in Norway the average gains in
IQ (Flynn effect) over the latter half of the 20th century have been driven by the lower tail of the distribution
and by individuals from low-educated families. Conditioning on test-taker's own education at the time of the
test accounts for most of the changes in IQ distribution. To examine the role of educational policy in shaping
the IQ distribution, we estimate the causal effect of the Norwegian comprehensive school reform on the IQ
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distribution by differences-in-differences approach exploiting the fact that the reform was implemented
gradually across the country. The reform changed the IQ distribution by increasing the scores of the
conscripts from low-educated families. However, the reform effects are not large enough to explain the
observed changes in the IQ distribution.

Session 4d: Financial developments in emerging markets
Credit conditions and frm investment: Evidence from the MENA region
Risto Herrala (Bank of Finland), Rima Turk Ariss
The Arab Spring is a clear indicator of the urgency of achieving inclusive growth and ensuring job creation in
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, where private sector development is still hindered by
limited access to credit. Following Kiyotaki and Moore's (1997) seminal model, we apply a novel
methodological approach to a unique data set of MENA frms to estimate credit limits and their impacts on
capital accumulation. Notably, we fnd higher credit limits in countries where the Arab Spring erupted than in
other MENA countries and that their marginal effect on capital accumulation has been statistically and
economically signifcant.
Political connections and depositor discipline
Koen Schoors (University of Ghent), Mustafa Disli, Jos Meir
We analyze how political connections affect depositor discipline in a sample of Turkish banks. Banks with
former members of parliament at the helm enjoy reduced depositor discipline, especially if the former
politician’s party is currently in power, but less so if the former politician served as a minister. Banks with
structural problems are more likely to appoint former politicians, but our results remain robust after
controlling for selection effects. Ministers may reduce depositor discipline less because they signal severe
problems and because the additional government deposits they bring to the bank during their term tend to
depart with them.
Microfnance banks and household access to fnance
Karolin Kirschenmann (Aalto University), Martin Brown, Benjamin Guin
We examine how the expansion of the branch network of a microfnance bank between 2006 and 2010 in
South-East Europe has affected the use bank accounts by households in the region. Our analysis is based on
survey data reporting the use of bank accounts, socioeconomic characteristics and geographic location of
8,000 households in four countries. We geocode the location of each household and match this data with
branch location information for the major microfnance bank in the region, ProCredit Bank, as well as for a
large retail bank in each country. We report three key results: First, in locations where ProCredit opened a new
branch between 2006 and 2010 the share of households with a bank account increased more than in locations
where it did not open a new branch. Second, this result is not driven by ProCredit only opening branches in
areas with strong aggregate economic potential. On the contrary, we fnd that this microfnance bank is more
likely to open new branches where average household incomes are low. Third, a new ProCredit branch leads
to a stronger increase in the use of bank accounts among low-income households than among high-income
households, but only in areas where a retail bank is also present. Overall our results suggest that microfnance
banks do expand the frontier of fnance as compared to ordinary retail banks.

Session 4e: Taxation II
Measuring the importance of voluntary work in the Åland Islands
Jouko Kinnunen (Statistics and Research Åland), Maria Rundberg
This report gauges the extent and the effects of voluntary work through associations in the Åland Islands.
The study has three parts: First, a review of voluntary associations in Åland was conducted. Extensive
economic data was coupled with mail surveys and interviews with key persons. Second, estimation of the
volume and the monetary value of voluntary work were carried out. In addition, economy-wide effects of
voluntary work were gauged through a scenario in which voluntary work was turned into municipalityfnanced paid work. This scenario was analysed with a dynamic CGE model of Åland. Third, we conducted a
literature review on the qualitative aspects of voluntary work. On the basis of data from around 110 voluntary
associations, we estimated the yearly amount of voluntary work to 800,000 hours in Åland. If we compare our
results on per-capita basis to Finland and Sweden, our results suggest that Ålanders devote some 30% more
of their time to voluntary activities than an average Finnish and Swedish person does. Turning the voluntary
work into paid work would incur additional costs of around 34 million euro to Åland’s municipalities. The
additional cost would have to be fnanced by increased municipal income taxes. The increase in taxes would
cause a small additional loss in welfare, when measured by equivalent variation, totalling around 36 million
euro. The result is sensitive to assumptions concerning the sensitivity of labour supply to changes in net
earnings.
The role of information in tax compliance: Evidence from a natural feld experiment
Olli Ropponen (Government Institute for Economic Research), Tuomas Kosonen
It has been challenging to distinguish the role of information in tax compliance from other factors affecting it.
This paper studies this utilizing a novel natural feld experiment design. In the experiment frms remitting
their VATs were sent a letter asking questions about attitudes towards tax administration. The questions
candidly provided information about VAT rules for a randomized treatment group, while a randomized
control group was only asked the questions without additional information. Further, we can distinguish
between the diffcultness of information and the novelty of tax code it is about. We can observe the
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effectiveness of these treatments directly from frm-level tax records. The results indicate that tax reporting
changes only when new and easy information is provided. For old or more complicated information we
observe no changes in tax reporting behavior.
Tax compliance: cost and confdence
Tuomas Kosonen (Government Institute for Economic Research–VATT), Jarkko Harju, Olli Ropponen
This paper analyses the tax compliance of frms. More specifcally, how compliance is affected by the role of
frm owners' confdence of not getting caught and the cost of complying in terms of tax rates. We present
results from a randomized feld experiment where higher subjective probability of getting caught is interacted
with a VAT rate increase. Finnish tax administration sent letters for small labor intensive sector businesses
stating different probabilities of audit. Concurrently, part of these frms were subject to a VAT rate increase
from 9 % to 23%. Remitted VATs rose only for a group that received a high probability letter and for which
VAT increased. The VAT receipts continued to stay on a higher level for this group compared to the control
group at least for a few of months.

Session 4f: Macro fnance II
Current Accounts, Interest Rates, and Revealed Preferences
Adam Gulan (Bank of Finland)
We apply the weak axiom of revealed preference (WARP) in the context of a 2-period model of the current
account. According to this argument, certain changes in current account positions should be precluded. In
particular, a country which initially ran a current account defcit, should remain in defcit after the
exogenously given interest rate drops. Similarly, a country running a surplus should remain a lender if the
interest rate goes up. The argument holds for both an endowment economy as well as for a model with
production. To check whether the changes in CA positions are in line with WARP we employ econometric
models of binary choice on a panel of 22 developed economies. The results suggest that the axiom is largely at
work, i.e. we fnd no statistical evidence of violations of the revealed preference axiom in all but one
regression.
Investment dynamics with information costs
Fabio Verona (Bank of Finland)
Investment in physical capital by frms is infrequent and large, or lumpy. The most common explanation for
this is that frms face non-convex physical adjustment costs. The model developed in this paper shows that
information (or investment planning) costs make investment lumpy at the micro level, even in the absence of
non-convex adjustment costs. When collecting and processing information and making investment plans is
costly, the frm optimally chooses to do it sporadically and to be inactive most of the time. This behavior
results in infrequent and possibly large capital adjustments. The model fts plant-level investment rate
moments remarkably well, and it also matches some higher order moments of aggregate investment rates.

Session 4g: Business cycles
Labor market and macro dynamics after persistent recessions
Juuso Vanhala (Bank of Finland)
Severe recessions throw a long shadow on labour markets, extending far beyond the recovery of output.
Unemployment rates tend to remain high for prolonged periods following recessions, and long term
unemployment has proven to be even more persistent. We study the evolution of short-term unemployment
(insider unemployment) and long term unemployment (outsider unemployment) following contractionary
and expansionary shocks. In particular, we examine the role of long-term unemployment for the cyclical
behavior of the matching model of the labour market. Our model provides a more realistic characterization of
unemployment dynamics than the standard matching model.
How has infation dynamics changed over time? Evidence from the euro area and the U.S.
Sami Oinonen (Bank of Finland), Maritta Paloviita, Lauri Vilmi
Tässä tutkimuksessa tarkastellaan infaatiodynamiikkaa ja sen muutoksia euroalueella ja Yhdysvalloissa 1980luvun lopulta lähtien. Infaatiodynamiikkaa mallinnetaan uuskeynesiläisen Phillips-käyrän avotalouden
hybridimuodon avulla, jossa odotuksia mitataan suoraan käyttämällä Consensus Economicsin
kyselyaineistoa. Erityistä huomiota kiinnitetään vuonna 2007 alkaneen fnanssikriisin ja siitä seuranneen
taantuman vaikutuksiin kahden päätalousalueen infaatiodynamiikassa.
Tulokset osoittavat, että
infaatiodynamiikka on selvästi muuttunut tutkitulla ajanjaksolla sekä euroalueella, että Yhdysvalloissa.
Molemmilla alueilla infaatio on ollut enemmän taaksepäin katsovaa aina kriisivuosiin saakka, mutta tämän
jälkeen infaation persistenssi on pienentynyt ja odotusten rooli infaatioprosessissa on korostunut.
Determinants of global market integration and Global crisis
Heikki Lehkonen (University of Jyväskylä, JSBE)
We examine the determinants of stock market integration for 23 developed and 60 emerging markets using
the integration measure developed by Pukthuanthong and Roll (2009) (Global market integration: An
alternative measure and its application, Journal of Financial Economics 94, 214-232). We fnd evidence that the
integration has increased over the past three decades and that fnancial openness, institutions and growth in
GDP per capita are the most important determinants of it. However, the results vary between emerging and
developed markets of which the latter group is affected more by global factors. Surprisingly, we do not fnd
evidence that country’s stock market development would affect integration. We also study the changes and
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effects of integration changes during the recent global crisis and fnd that the integration increased
signifcantly during crisis for emerging markets and that the higher integration levels led to lower returns in
year 2008. No signifcant effects are found for developed markets which can be related to a too scarce annual
data and calls in question further study with higher frequency data.
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